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Speaking truth to power: the UN
experts fighting for global
human rights

UN News

Fearless. Plain-speaking. Critical.
Courageous. Unflinching. Unfair.
Biased. Manipulative. These are some
of the adjectives used to describe the
Human Rights Council experts who fan
out across the world to research, hold
consultations and gather information
on a vast range of human rights
violations.
Human Rights

Hundreds of thousands of
civilians at risk in Syria amid
ongoing violence in northeast
and northwest
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Almost daily violence targeting built-up
areas and health facilities in Syria
continues to threaten the lives of
civilians there, UN rights experts and
humanitarians said on Friday.
Humanitarian Aid

60,000 young refugees and
migrants who arrived in Italy
alone lack support
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United Nations agencies on Friday
highlighted the dire needs of thousands
of unaccompanied and separated
children who have arrived in Italy as
refugees, lacking the proper support to
transition through to adulthood.
Migrants and Refugees

Egypt: ‘Credible evidence’ that
‘brutal’ prison conditions
prompted Morsi’s death,
thousands more at risk
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A group of independent UN human
rights experts said on Friday that there
was “credible evidence” that inadequate
prison conditions in which former
Egyptian President Mohamed Morsi
was held may have led “directly” to his
death in June, and thousands of other
detainees may be at “severe risk”.
Human Rights

UN policewoman recognized for
‘speaking up and speaking out’
on behalf of the vulnerable
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At the core of peacekeeping lies the
notion of shared responsibility, the UN
peacekeeping chief said on Tuesday,
presenting this year’s award for Female
Police Officer of the Year, to a woman
who “has made a career of speaking up
and speaking out on behalf of all
vulnerable populations”.
Peace and Security

Cuba: UN Members
overwhelmingly support end of
US embargo, as Brazil backs
Washington

For the 28th consecutive year, the UN
General Assembly has adopted a
resolution calling for an end to the
economic, commercial and financial
embargo imposed by the United States
against Cuba.
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Economic Development

Antisemitism, intolerance, can
be unlearned, Guterres tells
New York commemoration
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Since nobody is born to hate,
intolerance can be prevented and
unlearned, the UN Secretary-General
said on Thursday, in a speech
underlining his continued fight to stamp
out antisemitism, racism and other
forms of hatred.
Culture and Education

Guterres says justice must be
done following deadly Burkina
Faso convoy attack
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Authorities in Burkina Faso must “do
everything in their power” to bring to
justice the perpetrators of an attack on
a mining company convoy in the West
African nation on Wednesday, which
killed dozens and left scores more
injured, the UN chief said on Thursday.
Peace and Security

‘Terminator’ warlord Bosco
Ntaganda sentenced to 30 years
in prison for DR Congo
atrocities

ICC

The International Criminal Court (ICC)
on Thursday handed down a maximum
30-year prison sentence for mass
murder and numerous other atrocities,
to Bosco Ntaganda, the heaviest
sanction yet imposed by judges at The

Hague, in the Netherlands.
Law and Crime Prevention

UN peacekeepers warn of
increasing global challenges
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Organized crime, breakdowns in law
and order, and attacks by extremists,
are examples of the challenges faced by
UN peacekeepers, the Security Council
was told on Wednesday, during a
briefing by senior UN Police
Commissioners, and UN UnderSecretary-General for Peacekeeping
Operations, Jean-Pierre Lacroix.
Peace and Security

‘Violence, atrocities and
impunity’ reign throughout
Libya, ICC prosecutor tells UN
Security Council
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Libya remains entangled in a “cycle of
violence, atrocities and impunity”,
International Criminal Court (ICC)
Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda told the
UN Security Council on Wednesday,
nearly a decade since the Court began
its work in the country.
Peace and Security

Palestine refugee agency chief
resigns amidst mismanagement
probe
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The Commissioner-General for the UN
relief and works agency serving
Palestine refugees, UNRWA, resigned
on Wednesday, hours after the UN
announced preliminary findings of an
investigation into misconduct
allegations.
UN Aﬀairs

‘Everyone needs to do more’ to
help suffering Venezuelans,

says UN Emergency Relief
Coordinator
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“Ordinary women, men and children
face overwhelming challenges” just to
survive in Venezuela today, UN
Emergency Relief Coordinator Mark
Lowcock said on Wednesday in the
capital, Caracas.
Humanitarian Aid

Step up action to protect the
planet during wartime: UN
environment chief
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Greater action is needed to protect the
environment during wartime if the
world is to realize the goal of a more
sustainable future for all people and the
planet, the head of the UN Environment
Programme (UNEP) warned on
Wednesday.
Peace and Security

Yemen agreement to end
southern power struggle
'important step' towards peace:
UN Special Envoy
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The top UN official in Yemen has
welcomed an agreement to end
infighting between the Government
and separatist allies in the south of the
country, known as the Southern
Transitional Council, signed on Tuesday
in Saudi Arabia.
Peace and Security

Natural hazards don’t always
spell disaster: UN risk reduction
chief
Tsunamis are rare, but when they strike,
they are the deadliest and most
costly of natural hazards. With half of
the world’s population expected to live
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in coastal areas more prone to tsunamis
by 2030, investing in early warning
systems and resilient
infrastructure, will be vital to saving
lives and economies, said the top UN
official on disaster risks on Tuesday.
Climate Change

Nearly two million
Cameroonians face
humanitarian emergency:
UNICEF
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Ongoing violence in Cameroon’s
northwest and southwest has created a
fast-growing humanitarian emergency
now affecting some 1.9 million people, a
“15-fold increase since 2017”, UN
humanitarians said on Tuesday.
Humanitarian Aid
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